A Lot to Chew...

Last issue noted how many products were stacked up in line for publication, including: the Federation Commander Tactics Manual, Federation Master Starship Book, Captain’s Log #49, A Call to Arms Star Fleet Book 1.2, F&E Minor Empires, F&E Fighter Operations 2014, and Federation Admiral. As expected, this huge amount of work refused to pay attention to any kind of schedule, and each product required more time than expected. Some of them haven’t been done yet. Even so, it’s only been a few months since Captain’s Log #48 and we have made considerable progress. The FC Tactics Manual is out; FMSSheds needs only a day or two of work, we have the complete manuscripts for ACTASF1.2, F&E: ME; and F&E: F014 on hand, and a good start in Captain’s Log #50.
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